We present a method of inferring aspects of a person's context by capturing conversation topics and using prior knowledge of human behavior. This paper claims that topic-spotting performance can be improved by using a large database of common sense knowledge. We describe two systems we built to infer context from noisy transcriptions of spoken conversations using common sense, and detail some preliminary results. The GISTER system uses OMCSNet, a commonsense semantic network, to infer the most likely topics under discussion in a conversation stream. The OVERHEAR system is built on top of GISTER, and distinguishes between aspects of the conversation that refer to past, present, and future events by using LifeNet, a probabilistic graphical model of human behavior, to help infer the events that occurred in each of those three time periods. We conclude by discussing some of the future directions we may take this work.
Introduction
Can we build computers that infer a speaker's context by summarizing the conversation's gist? Once computers are able to capture the gist of a conversation, an enormous number of potential applications become possible. However, current topic-spotting methods have met with little success in characterizing spontaneous conversations involving hundreds of potential topics (Jebara et al., 2000) . This paper claims that performance can be greatly improved by making use of not only the text of a speech transcription, but also perceptual and commonsensical information from the dialogue.
We have enabled a suite of wearable computers with the ability to provide the perceptual information necessary for a human to infer a conversation's gist and predict subsequent events. To take the human fully out of the loop we have infused the system with two commonsense knowledge bases that enable the computer to make educated inferences about the user's context.
Implementation
Our system incorporated a Zaurus Linux handheld computer, with an 802.11b CF card and a wireless Bluetooth headset microphone. Applications were written to enable the Zaurus to stream high quality audio (22 kHz, to an available 802.11b network, or to store the audio locally when no network is detected. Besides streaming audio, packets in this wireless network could be 'sniffed' by the PDAs interested in determining who else is in the local proximity. Information regarding access point signal strength information was correlated with location using a static table look-up procedure. The system is typically kept in a participant's pocket, or for those with Bluetooth headsets, stored in a briefcase, purse, or backpack.
Audio Processing and Transcription
ViaVoice, a commercial speech recognition engine, is used to transcribe the audio streams, however typically word recognition rates fall below 35% for spontaneous speech recognition (Eagle & Pentland, 2002) . This inaccuracy poses a serious problem for determining the gist of an interaction. However, a human can read through a noisy transcript and with adequate perceptual cues, still have an impression of the underlying conversation topic. Additional context, such as information that the conversation is occurring in an office, or more precisely, by a printer, may help many people understand that the conversation is about fixing a printer jam. Prior knowledge about the conversation participants and the time of day may also significantly augment a person's ability to infer the gist of the interaction, for example, one of the speakers could be a printer repairman. Our work suggests that the additional contextual and commonsensical information a human can employ for inference on the transcript above is equally helpful to a probabilistic model.
As will be shown, this additional contextual and commonsense information can be used to form probabilistic models relating observed keywords to conversation topic. Thus by combining audio and information from a mobile device with a commonsense knowledge network, we can determine the gist of noisy, face-toface conversations. In the above example, for instance, our system correctly labeled the conversation as 'printing on printer'. 
GISTER
GISTER is a system that infers the most likely topics under discussion in a conversation stream by using a commonsense semantic network called OMCSNet. More details about the GISTER system are available in (Eagle et al., 2003) but we summarize its operation in this section.
OMCSNet
We built the OMCSNet commonsense semantic network ) by aggregating and normalizing the contributions from nearly 14,000 people from across the web (Singh et al., 2002) . Its semantic network structure resembles that of WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) but its content is motivated by the range of knowledge in commonsense knowledge bases such as Cyc (Lenat, 1995) . As in WordNet, the nodes of OMCSNet are natural language terms and the links are drawn from a fixed ontology of semantic relationships. But as in Cyc, the nodes include not just single words, but also compound expressions such as 'at the zoo', 'eat a sandwich' or 'fix a printer', and the links are drawn from a broader range of semantic relationships than are Prior research in text summarization has recognized the need for general world knowledge-in SUMMARIST (1997), Hovy & Lin describe how the words "gun", "mask", "money", "caught", and "stole" together would indicate the topic of "robbery", but they note that that WordNet and other dictionary-like resources did not contain enough such knowledge. However, OMCSNet contains precisely this type of knowledge. It contains a wide variety of knowledge about many aspects of everyday life: typical objects and their properties, the effects of ordinary actions, the kinds of things people like and dislike, the structure of typical activities and events, and many other things. A small excerpt of OMCSNet is show in Figure 1 below. OMCSNet has been used in a variety of applications to date (Lieberman et al., 2004) .
GISTER infers fine-grained topics
The purpose of the GISTER system is to infer the 'fine grained topic', or gist, of a conversation. A gist is the class of event that most accurately summarizes the current subject of the conversation. For example:
• Buying a ticket to a baseball game • Looking for a restaurant • Scheduling a meeting • Canceling a meeting These gists are represented within OMCSNet as the nodes of the semantic network containing simple verb phrases. For our set of target gists, we use the 700 most richly defined verb phrase nodes within OMCSNet (those for which at least 10 facts are asserted.)
GISTER infers gists using a two step process. First, the transcriptions are preprocessed to reduce the noise of the speech recognition engine. To do this the transcriptions are lemmatized and filtered for stop words (such as 'like', 'the', 'a', etc.), and a filtering process is performed using a clustering metric to reduce the number of weakly connected words. These outliers, words with very sparse links to the rest of the transcription, are removed from the data set.
Second, the OMCSNet network is flattened into a bipartite network that incorporates all ties from words in the OMCSNet lexicon to gists. The probability of a specific gist can be modeled as proportional to the gist's links to the selected words:
where is the number of links between a gist, i k i g , and the observed transcript, and G is the number of potential gists (approximately 700). This simple method is often capable of identifying a small group of potential gists, frequently with one dominating the others. Once the probable topics of conversation have been identified and ranked, contextual information about the conversation is incorporated into the model. In many instances, information such as location or participant identity can identify the gist from the small subsection of topics. In our initial tests we incremented a gist's score for each of its links to a keyword related to the given context.
Experiments
We ran a series of experiments on a testing set of 20 speech segments ranging from 50 to 150 words and taken from a single individual on a wide range of topics. 
OVERHEAR
The OVERHEAR system is a newer system, built on top of GISTER, and distinguishes between aspects of the conversation that refer to past, present, and future events. The system relies on LifeNet, a probabilistic graphical model of human behavior, to infer the events occurring in each of those three time periods.
We have two reasons for trying to distinguish between past, present, and future events. First, using additional sensory context (such as addition information about the speakers' location) to bias the results of gist sensing only works when the conversation is referring to the present context. Often, people's conversations referred to things that happened in the past, or things they were planning to do in the future, and in those cases sensory context only hurt GISTER's performance. However, one could imagine making use of recorded, time-stamped sensory data to bias the gisting of conversations that were talking about events that happened earlier.
The structure of LifeNet is represented by a Markov network whose structure resembles a Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN). Although lacking the 'explaining away' power of true Bayesian inference, the model is not constrained to directed acyclic graphs. LifeNet is designed to support the same kinds of temporal inferences as a DBN, including predicting future states and guessing prior states from the current state.
LifeNet was built as a probabilistic graphical model because stochastic methods can be more tolerant than traditional logical reasoning methods to the uncertainty in our knowledge of the situation, as well as to the uncertainty in the reliability of the rules themselves. Additionally these methods have efficient and well-known inference procedures for generating approximate solutions.
Second, our long term goal is to use context sensing from speech to build new types of context-aware applications for wearable computers and other mobile devices. An application that knew that the speaker was referring to past events could perform tasks like retrieve documents and e-mails that referred to those past events. However, if the speaker was referring to the current situation, the application could know to make use of sensory information to improve its understanding of the current context. And if the speaker was referring to potential future events, like 'going to a movie this weekend', the application could assist the user by making plans to help make those events happen (or not happen, as the case may be), for instance by offering to purchase movie tickets on-line.
Our early experiments reasoning with LifeNet treat it as Markov network, an undirected graphical model where the nodes represent random variables and the edges joint probability constraints relating those variables. We convert LifeNet into a series of joint probabilities (the details of this process are described later this paper), and we reason with the resulting network using local belief updating techniques. We engage in 'loopy' belief propagation as described by Pearl (Pearl, 1988) . Belief propagation in a Markov network is straightforward. We use the following belief updating rules, as described in (Yedidia et al., 2000) :
LifeNet
LifeNet is a probabilistic graphical model that captures a first-person model of human experience. It relates 80,000 'egocentric' propositions with 415,000 temporal and atemporal links between these propositions, as shown in Figure 2 . More details about how the LifeNet model is generated are given in (Singh & Williams, 2003) .
In these rules i x represents the random variable at node i . The current belief in node i is denoted by i b , the local evidence for node i by i ψ and the joint probability of a pair of linked nodes and i j by ij ψ . The message sent from node i to j is denoted by m . These simple updating rules run fairly quickly even on a knowledge base as large as LifeNet. In our optimized Common Lisp implementation, on a 1.8 GHz Pentium 4 with 512 MB ram, a single iteration of belief updating runs in 15 seconds. Inference is further sped up by restricting the belief updating to run only on nodes within a fixed distance from the evidence nodes. Given a single evidence node and using only those nodes within a depth of three edges away, a single iteration of belief updating runs in as little as 0.5 seconds for some nodes; on average it takes about 3 seconds. Figure 2 . A sample of LifeNet GISTER leverages the commonsense facts within OMCSNet to generate discrete conceptual topics from a given transcript segmented into twenty-word-long observations, with each twenty-word observation independent from the others. We extended GISTER to infer the average tense of the text within the observation by detecting verb tenses, auxiliary verbs like did and will, and also specific temporal expressions like yesterday and tomorrow. LifeNet then allows us to calculate the transition probabilites to a given specific propositional representation based on previous states. By using the independent output of GISTER as input into LifeNet, we are able to improve the inferences of a user's context which subsequently can be used to training data for improved models of human behavior.
Model Integration and Implementation
As shown in Figure 3 , by using the output of GISTER for inference in LifeNet, additional insight can be gained about the user's situation. If the output from GISTER is 'eating sushi' and was assigned a past tense, while 'going to the doctor' was assigned a future tense, LifeNet can make educated inferences about what happened to the user. This inference can be fed back into the lower level of the model by weighting words like 'sick, full, tired', and rerunning the semantic filtering technique. By incorporating this feedback into the system, the filtering technique would be much less likely to exclude words related to being sick despite them being initally filtered from the transcript. If the gister's output changes, the process continues until the two systems converge on a solution.
We propose a variation to the Markov network implementation of LifeNet described in section 4.1. Noisy transcript and signal data is still used as initial input into the system; GISTER then processes this data, semantically filters the speech, and calculates the likely subjects of conversation and their tenses. Highly ranked output from GISTER is then used as temporal observations for inference on the LifeNet model, as shown in Figure 3 . These observations are linked to specific nodes within LifeNet that correspond to the given tense (past, present, future). We used multiple root nodes with weights proportional to the rank generated from the gister. This belief weighting system accounts for the uncertainty of the gister's output while starting with multiple roots enables much richer inference.
Preliminary Results
The system was initially tested on an office worker's conversation regarding how she had eaten too much the day before and that she will have to go to the doctor's office during the next day. The following transcripts were input into GISTER: In this experience an overall tense was assigned to each passage. GISTER correctly inferred that the first passage referred to past events and the second to future events, and output potential topics of the conversation for each of those time periods: The topics generated by GISTER in Table 3 were subsquently used as observational inputs to the next section of the model. These topics were mapped to the past and future nodes within LifeNet, marked as 'true', and then we ran the loopy belief propogation algorithm described earlier. The solution converged on nodes representing the present state, in-between the first tier (past) and the third tier (future). The nodes deemed most likely by the system are listed in Table 4 
5 Training Future Models of Human Behavior
When this system is deployed on many users over an extended period of time, information about people's behavior can begin to influence the initial priors from LifeNet. Although it has not been determined how additional links could be made, this represents an alternative method for increasing the common sense knowledge stored within LifeNet. Additionally, extensive observations on the same people could augment the original commonsense model by better reflecting an individual's behavior.
Conclusions
Combining common sense with speech and other types of sensory context presents abundant opportunities within a wide range of fields, from artificial intelligence and ubiquitous computing to traditional social science. By integrating two common sense knowledge bases, we have developed a method for inferring human behavior from noisy transcripts and sensor data. As mobile phones and PDAs become ever more embedded in society, the additional contextual information they provide will become invaluable for a variety of applications. This paper has shown the potential for these devices to leverage this additional information to begin understanding informal face-to-face conversations and inferring a user's context.
